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Introduction

The Schneider Index is probably the mo st widely
accepted test for determining the degree of physical
fitness.

It has been used routinely i n the field of

aviation medicine for more than t wenty years.

During

this time the test has been subjected to very critical
studies.

Both praise and criticism have resulted . One

branch of the military service has disbanded it from
routine use; it is retain ed by others.
In this thesis the va riou s inve stigations are
presented after which an attempt is made to evaluate
the findings and thus establish the proper place for
the Schneider Index.

i

Evolution of the Schneider Index

In the early days it wa s a problem of building a
ship that ·would fly.
body to fly it.

The next t a sk wa s to get some-

At first anybody who had the nerve

and skill to k eep the plane in the air wa s satisfactory .
It soon became apparent that a selection on the basis
of physical ability wa s necessary .

This was not even

satisfactorily accomplished during World War I , when
the number of men shot do\~1 by the enemy wa s almost
negligible when compared to those who lost their lives
due to pilot errors and physical handicaps (3).

The

pilot wa s his own worst enemy .
Gradual ly the physical and mental qualifications
for f lying became more exacting .

It was soon discover-

ed , hmvev er , that an additional qualification was needed for whi ch no method of measurement was ava i lable.
Some aviators gradually underwent phy sical and nerv ous
deterioration, the result of strenuous flying and sometimes dissipati on , which allowed for more error s and
all t oo fre quent crashes.

Of the pilots who wer e

a ware of a state of lessened health there were t hose
who developed a disinc1ination to fly but would not
disclose it because of the fear of being considered

1
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yellow 11 , while others would con ceal their information

because of the fe a r of being gr,ounded.

To single out

such ~en a reliable means of measuring the degr ee of
physical efficiency was ne cessary .

This v;as the stim-

ulus behind the development of the Schneider Index.
One of t h e first syst ems investigated was tha t
of circula tion and circulatory efficiency.

A review

of the physiologi cal changes whi ch occur in the circulatory system as a result of i mproved physical condition suggested to Schneider a po ssible test for the
measurement of the degr ee of health and f i t ness.

He

-

proposed such a te st in 1919, and it- was almost i mmediately accepted by the Air Corp .

Although it ' is still

accepted as an index for de termi ning the deg ree of
physical fitness by both the Navy and Civi l Air Services, it was d isbanded by the Ar my in t he summer of
1943 (3).
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Cardiovascular React i ons As Seen in Var ying
Degrees of Physical Fitness

The heart beats more efficiently and le s::; frequently with improvement i n physic al fitness.

Since

physical traini ng by increas ing the muscular tis sue
of the heart enables it to develop more energy per
beat, it is clea r that if the minute-volume of the
heart in the tr ain ed and untr ained i ndividual is
the same , the out put per bea t will be l ar ger and the
pulse-rate l ess in t he form er than in the l atter (4 ).
Schneider (25) suggests, then, that the pul s e r a tes
in t he reclining and standing postur 0s may a i d i n dis -

clos ing the degree of fitn e is and health .

Boney (8)

demonstrated tha t alt ered physi cal condi tion may not
be eviden ced by pulse r a te chang es i n both of these
postural positions.

Some depressed and f a ti gued pa-

tients had normal puls e r a t e s while lying dovm but a s
hi gh as one- hundred forty beats per minute on stand ing.
One of Boney •s pa ti ents, upon slowly assuming the erect
position had an acceleration in pulse rate to 156,
which wa s al.most double his reclining r ate .

In states

of debility the postural differen ce is fre quen tly
found to be as much as thirty to fifty beats per min-
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ute.

Slow horizontal and vertical postural pulse

rates with a small difference between the t wo are
usually signs of excellent health.
The increase in pulse rate after a certain amount of work is greater in the untrained t han
trained person.

Cotton , Rap port and Lewis (10)

believe that the average height to which the pulse
rate is raised at the ces sation of effort may be
taken a s a gauge of the degree of distress produced ,
and that the amount of distress is determined by the
degree of health.

It is to be noted that pulse rate

counts made after exercise are worthles s for comparison unless the count is made at exactly the same period
in each case, and the subject is pla ced in exactly the
same position and as.sumes the same degree of relaxati,:;n .

Slllce the pulse rate is invaria bly highest at

the cessation of exercise and declines r apidly, at first,
and then more gradually, until the normal rate is
reached or passed (10), the importance of the time
element is obvious.
A widely recognized sign of phys ical condition is
the time required by the pulse rate to return to normal after exercise.

Ind ividuals in a state of lessened
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physical fitness sustain the high r ate produced by
effort longer t han the he althy person.
There is ap parently little value in determining
the arterial pres 3ures of a pers on at rest in estimating the physical condition.

The systolic pres-

sure, according to most observers (4), is not higher
during rest in the trained than in the untrained
youth.

Opinion is not as definite a s to t he value

of the diastolic and pulse pressures at rest.

Hypo-

tens i on does occur in weak pa tients.
The mechanisms wher eby man compensates for the
hydrostatic effects of posture a re well established.
These a re:

(1) impe tus from t he contra cting left vea-

tricle; (2) sup port of the walls of the veins by abdominal and limb muscles, and the propulsion given by
the intermittent contra ction of t hese muscles; (3)
the suction and force-pump action of the respiratory
movements; and, (4) the veno-pres s or and capillary
tonus mechanisms which control t he caliber of the small
veno-capillary vessels of the splanchnic area and prevent the venous blood from flo oding this area and becoming diverted from the l arger venous vessels (7).
Accumulation of blood is very likely to occur in
the dependent parts if any or several of t he s e factors
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. fail.

In a weakened individual the muscles of the

abdomen and limbs may become so weak and the tone of
the n ervous mechanism governing the peripheral vessels so lowered that the hydrostatic effe ct is overcome with di f ficulty.

With excessive gravitation of

the blood to the limbs and splanchnic area the blood
supply to the bra in is reduced and giddiness or loss
of consciousnes s results (7).
Cramp ton (11) states tha t the va s ocont rol of the
splanchnic ~rea is easily wear ied and damaged by unhygienic influences, such as dissipa tion, overwork,
and lack of sleep, which decrease the eff iciency of
the sympathetic nervous system.
the same eff ect.

Disease will produce

He demonstrated that a subject might,

upon standing, show weakne ss by a decrease in the systolic pressure and a l arge increase in the heart r a te.
In some cases, however, t he weakened c ondi ti on is seen
by the presence of only one of t he above findings.
Sewall (30) stated tha t an excessive fall of the
sys tolic blood pressure in the erect posture is i ndicative of weakened vasomotor control.

He also pointed

out that a syst olic drop might not be present, but instead there may be an inordinate rise in diastolic
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pressure.

This denotes to him a condition of vas-

cular spasm and abnormal effort.

Each excessive

change results in an abnormal depression of the pulse
pressure and, consequen tly, an impairment in the
blood supply to the brain.

Sewall employs the rise

in diastolic pressure and low levels of pulse pressures as measures of physical fitness.
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Tests of Physical Efficiency Based On
Cardiovascular Reactions

In 1913, 1914, and 1915 three physical efficiency tests we re reported that were based on some or
all of the cardiovascular change s noted above.
Meylan, a s cited by Schneider (25), in 1 913 ,
found tha t efficiency might be judged by ; (1) the general condition as shown i n weight, color of the skin
and general appearances s uch as fir m, vigorous muscles; (2) pulse rate in the horizontal and vertical
positions; and, (3) t he heart reaction aft er exercise
of hop ping one-hundred feet.

He considered favorable

signs to be a vertical rate between fifty and ninety,
a horizontal pulse rate bet ween forty and eighty, and
a standing increas e of not more than sixteen; a horizontal blood pressure between one-hundred and one-hundr ed forty, and a vertica l pressure between one-hw~dred
ten and one-hundr ed fift y , with a difference of ten or
more; an exercise increase in pul se rate of less than
one-hundred percent and a recovery of more than e ighty
percent in a minute.
Foster's eff iciency test reported in 1914 , as re-
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lated by Schne i der (25), made use of the standing
pulse rate, the pulse rate i mmediately after r U1u1ing
in a fixed pla ce for exa ctly fifte en seconds a t t he

rate of on e-hundred ei ght y steps per minute, and the
pulse rate f orty-five seconds after t he work had
ceased.
Crampton (11) published his
in 1 915.

11

blood ptosis t est 11

By t his test he atte mpted t o show how the

neurocirculatory system va ried according to the degree
of heal th.

The differences betwe en the pulse r ates and

sy stolic pres sures in t he horizontal and vertic al postures were considered.

The hea rt rate increase was

found to va ry fr om zer o to forty-four, and the systolic
pres sure range was from a plus ten to minus ten.

It wa s

determined t hat a decrease of one mm . i n systolic pressure was equivalent t o an i n crea se i n hea rt r ate of approximately t wo beats.

By statj_stically balancing the

ranges of sy stolic pressure and pulse r ate and assigni ng equal percent ages to equal ranges, a percentag e
scale of fitness was established.

A perfect score wa s

one -hundr ed percent while the lowest scor es was zero
(table 1).
Schneider (25) proposed his test in 1919.

Since

it seemed t hat weakness might s ,1ow its elf differently
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Table 1.
heart rate
increase

outline of scoring in Cramptonts
"blood ~tosis 11 test 'lll•
blood pressure
increase
de crea se
+10

+6

0-4

100%

90t

75%

60%

50%

21-24

75

65

50

35

25

41-44

50

40

25

10

0

0
I

--6

::I'

-10

in individual cases, a centering of attention on a single f acto r , e. g ., the heart r at e after exercise, would
re sult in t he overlooking of some cas es of vveakne ss.
In order to recogni ze all six factors equally, Schneider
(25) used an a rbitr ary system of scoring the test whereby each of the cardiovas cular change s -\·v ere r a ted according to a scale tha t evalua ted the condition or change.
This sc oring system recognized tha t fatigue or der angement may be evidenced in the high heart rate during reclining, in the high he art rate during stand i ng , in the
number of beats the hear t rate increases when changing
from a reclining to standing posture , in the acceleration in t h e pulse r ate af t er exercise, in the time
taken by the pulse to return to normal, and lastly, in
t h e rise or f all of the systolic blood pressure on
standing .

The scores for each of t h e six items range

from plus t hre e to minus three.

A per fect score, the

sum of the va lues given to each of t he six items, is
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eighteen.

The scheme of scoring was used instead of

percentage rating in order to avoid arousing the resentment of the subject under observation i n case he
fell markedly below average.
If t he test is to prove satisfactory, it must be
conducted by exa ctly the same procedure at all times,
there must be strict adherence to all the time intervals, and certain precautions should be noted.

The

procedure, precautions, and t able for grading the cardiovascular changes follow (1):
Procedure :
1.

The subj ect reclines for five minutes.

2.

The heart rate is counted for 20 seconds.
When t wo consecutive 20-second counts are
the same t hi s is multiplied by 3 and recorded.

3.

The systolic pressure is taken by auscultations and recorded . Two or three readings
are taken to be certain.

4.

The subject then rises and stand s for 2 minutes to allow t he pulse to a ssume a uniform
rate. When t wo consecutive 15-second counts
are the same, multiply by 4 and record.
This is the normal standing rate.

5.

The systolic pres sure is t aken as before and
recorded.

6.

Timed by a stop watch, the subject steps upon a chair 18½ i n ches hi gh five times in 15
seconds. To make t hi s uniform t he subject
stands with one foot on t he chair at the count
one. This foot remains on the chair and is
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not brought to the floor again until after count five. At each coUJ.1t the other
foot is pla ced on the chair and at the
count 11 Down 11 it is re placed on the floor.
This should be timed accurately so that
at t h e 15-second mark on the stop watch
both feet are on t he floor.
7.

The pulse is counted immediately at the
1 5-second mark on the stop wa tch for 15
seconds. It is t hen multiplied by 4 and
recorded.

8.

Pulse counts are continued in l b-second
interva ls until the r a te has returned to
the normal standing rate. The number of
seconds taken for this return is noted and
recorded. In compu ting this return a count
is made from t he end of the 1 5 seconds of
exercise to t h e beginning of t he first normal 1 5-second puls e count. If t he pulse
has not returned to n ormal at t he end of
t wo minutes, counting is discontinued and
the number of beats above normal recorded.

9.

The points are determined and a final rating
made, according t o the gr ading t able below.

10. The history of the cases are entered, in-

cluding amount of sleep, amount of smoking,
kind of work (indoor or outdoor, active or
sedentary , etc.), time since last meal, personal worries or any pathological condition
which might affect the cond ition of t he subject.

Precautions:
l.

The index should not be taken wi thin t wo hours
after a meal.

2.

The amount of habitual exerci~e, smoking and
sleep should be tak en into consideration in
interpreting the findings.

3.

The presence of i ntercurrent mild respiratory
infections may materia lly lower the index .

Points of grading cardio-vascular chang es (table 2).
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Table 2.

The scoring of the Schneider Index (12.

A. pulse rate
reclining
- - -points
50-60 ••• 3
61-70 ••• 3
71-80 ••• 2
81-90 ••• 1
91-100 •• 0
101-110 •• -1

B. pulse rate
standing
- - -points
60-70 ••• 3
71-80 ••• 3
81-90 ••• 2
91-100 •• 1
lOl-110 •• 1
111-120 •• 0
121-J.30 •• 0
131-140 •• -1

B. pulse rate increase on standing
0-10
beats
12oints
3
3
3

11-18
beats
:12oints
3

2
2
1
0
-1

2
1
0

19-26
beats
12oints
2
1
0

-1
-2
-3

27-34
beats
12oints
1
0

-1
-2
-3
-3

35-42
beats
:12oints
0
-1
-2
-3
-3
-3

D. pulse increase immed. after exercise
0-10
beats
12oints
3
3
3

11-20
beats
2oints
3

2

2

2
l

1

0

1
0

-1

0

-3

-2

21-30
beats
points
2
1
1
0
-1
-2
-3

-3

31-40
beats
2oints
1
0
0

-l
-2
-3
-3
-3

41-50
beats
points
0
0

-1
-2
-3
-3
-3

-3

E. return of pulse rate to standing normal after exercise
0-30 seconds ••••••••••••••••• 3 points
31-60 seconds ••••••••••••••.•• 2
"II
61-90 seconds ••••••••••••••••• 1
91-120seconds ••••••••••••••••• 0
"
after 120seconds:
ti
2-10 beats above normal •••• -1
after 120seconds:
ti
11-30 beats above normal •••• -2
F. systolic pressure standing compared with reclining
rise of 8 mm. or more •••••••• 3 points
rise of 2-7 mm. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
11
no rise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
n
11
fall of 2-5
0
11
fall of 6 mm. or more •••••••• -1

mm...............
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It might be mentioned tha t Schneider's original
table (25), under part
system (table 3).

"E", had a different grading

Experience shortly disclosed to

Table 3 . Schneider's original scoring of 11 return
of pulse rate to standing normal after exercise."
0-60 seconds ••••••••••••••••• 3 points
n
61-90 second s ••••••••••••••••• 2
91-120 seconds ••••••••••••••••• 1
"
after 120 second s:
n
2-10 beats above normal •••• 0
after 120 seconds:
n
11-30 beats above normal •••• -1

Schneider (26) tha t this portion of the t able wa s not
as satisfa ctory as the other parts because while in
the rest a grade of three points is given only to the
exceptionally good showing , part "E", as it was originally proposed, allowed three points for the average
condition .

Therefore, in orde r to allow a more crit-

ical appraisal of the "return of pulse rate to standing normal after exercise" a revi s ion was made (table 2).
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The Schneider Index in the Average
Normal Healthy Individual

The conclus ions reached by a series of several
thousand examinations of healthy males during World
War I as regards pulse and blood pressure changes, rel a ted by Darnall (12), disclose what the response of
a normal healthy individual should be in undergoing a
Schneider test.

First, on changing posture from a re-

clining to standing position , the pulse accelerates,
the systolic pressure rises, the diastolic pressure
rises more than the systolic, and the pulse pres sure
decreases slightly.

Second, after exercise the pulse

is faster t han the standing rate, the systolic pressure increases, the diastolic pressure is s lightly lower
than in stai1ding , and the pulse pressure is increased
by an amou.~t equal to the sum of the sys tolic rise and
the diastolic fall.

Third, after stand ing for t wo min-

utes following exercise the pulse rate is subnormal, the
systolic pressure is subnormal, t he diastolic pressure
is back to the standing value, and the pulse pressure
is s l i ghtly subnormal.
The statistical study by Schneider and Truesdell
(27) of t he pulse rate and arterial blood pressures in
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recumben cy, standing, and after a standard exercise,
presents concrete figures for consideration.

Their

investiga tion included t wo groups of unselected cases
of two-thousand and t .. ,o-hundred each, and t wo smaller
groups of men judged by clin icians to be physically
fit of one-hundred forty-four and t wo-hundred four
each.
Reclining pulse rates of 74 and 75 in the unselected groups r ose to 90 and 92 on standing, to 102
after exercise, and after t wo minutes were sl i ghtly below the original standing r at e in the majority of cases.
I n the selected groups of physically fit men reclining
pulse r ate s of 70 to 72 rose to 83 and 86 on standing
and to 95 and 97 after e xercise.

It was found that

the reclining to standing pulse difference varies inversely with the reclining pulse rate, taking the latter
as a basis.

However, taking t he standing pulse rate as

a basis, the reclining to standing difference varies
directly wi th the standing pulse.
In the large group of two-thousand unselected cases,
the mean reclining syst olic pressure was 118 and the
standing systolic 120, indicating an increase on standing .

The systolic of a physically fit group rose from

a rec l ining figure of 112 to 118, a gr eater increase
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than in either of the other groups.

Those having a

low standing systolic had an increase on reclining,
and t hose wi th a high standing systolic had, as a
rule, a decrease, while between these was a group
which tended to remain the same .

The systolic pres-

sure uniformly tended to rise immediately after the
exercise, the lower the standing pressure the greater
the increase.

Two minutes after the exercise nearly

half the cases s howed a s l ightly subnormal pressure.
The higher the original standing pressure, the more
marked was t his tenden cy.
The average values for t he diastolic pressure
were a reclining pressure of 72 rising to 80 on standing , falling 2 mm. after exercise and returning to the
original standing level in t wo minutes.

The wartime

studies (12) mentioned above showed that in normal
healthy persons wi th diastolic pressures below 78 the
diastolic incr eas es on standing, while in equally healthy
persons with diastolic pressures above 80 t he diastolic
decreases on standing.

The fal l after exercise does

not usually occur in cases of low standing pressure,
but the higher the pressure the greater t he tend ency
for this fall.
Schneider and Truesdell (27) showed , in this same
study, that a reclining pulse pressure of 47, falling
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to 42 on standing, increasing to 50 after exercise

.

and falling 2 mm. below ta original standing after
two minutes repres ents the mean.

The higher the re-

clining pulse pressure the greater the tende11cy to
fall on standing while a low pulse pressure might remain the same or even rise.

While exercise increases

the pulse pressure quite uniformly, the pulse pressure
two minutes later is subnormal in t hose cases wi th a
high standing pulse pres sure but in those wi th a low
pressure the tenden cy is to remain slightly above normal.

These diastolic and pulse pressure determinations

are n ot included in the Schneider Index, but they still
remain of interest •
By use of the figures from the above selected groups
an example of a Schneider Index determination is given.
If the individual has a reclining pulse rate of 72 he
will receive 2 points from table "A".

If the rate in-

creases to 86 on standing, and immediately after exercise to 97, 2 points will be garnered from table "B",
2 points from table

"C",

and 2 points from table "D".

Provided one minute is used for table
will be awarded here.

11

E 11 ,. 2 points

A reclining systolic pressure of

112, increasing to 118 on standing, a difference of 6 mm .,
will provide 2 points from table

11

F 11 •

Addition of the

individual scores results in a Schneider Index of plus

18

12, an approximate average rating f or a normal h ealthy
i ndividual.
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Correlation of the Schneider
Index With Physical Fitness

Schneider (25) indicates that the test may
be of value by presenting an analysis of fifty-four
aviators.

The l atter were found by the medic a l of-

ficers to be physically below par, by the di agnosis
of a vari ety of conditions, none of which were peculiar to aviators.

Only six of these men had a score

of ten or better, while forty-eight, or 88.8%, had
scores ranging between nine and minus one.
Assuming that a score of nine or less was cha racteristic of physical unfitness, Schneider (25) next
worked wi th a group of one-hundred f i fty men.

Of the

latter, there were f orty-six who scored nine or less.
Independently working medical examiners recorded abnormal conditions in thirty, or 65.2%, of this l a tter
group of men with low scores by the rrcardiov~scula r
efficiency" test.

Two of these men were unfit beca use

of excessive smokinK and one because of a recent drunken
spree.

The neurologist report ed five as stale and ner-

vously unbalanced, t he internist alone found five unfit,
six were tonsil or local i nfec ~ion cases, and the remainder were found in poo r h ealth by at least t wo of
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the medical departments.
,

On the basis of the above f indings Schnei der (25)

sugg ests t hat a score of nin e or less should be fol'
lowed by an examina tion of t he individual by a clinician.

Aviators with a low score mi ght well be held

for further exami nation and observa tion.
sugg ests a search f or a cause.

A poor score

This caus e may be dis-

ease or unhygi enic living , es pecially insufficient
exercise.
One of the first men to analyze the value of this
t e s t was Scott (29) who, in 1921, wrote of his f i ndings
on a series of four·- hundr ed ten men who were candidate s
for the f l ying sta tus.
Ind ex to be eleven.

He f ound the mean Schneider

The lowest sc ore, a minus t hr ee ,

wa s made by a man who was d iagno sed as having neurocirculator y a sth en i a.

On l y four men made t he highe s t

poss ible score of ei ghteen.

I n order to learn t he rela-

tive merits of t h e test Scott analy zed t wo-hundred of
t h e above men.
Of thos e men who achieved a Schneider Index of
eight or hi gher, one-hundr ed forty-nine, 97%, were
qualified and f our, 3%, disqua lif ied on t he off i cial
exami nation for f l ying; of t hos e with a score of s even
or lower, seven, 15%, were qualified and f orty, 85%,
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were disqualified , (table 4) .

On this basis one can

say with fair accuracy that those whu make a score of
eight or more will be qualified on the physical examination.
Table 4. Distribution of the Schneider Index in
two-hundred cases examined for flying (29) .
Schneider
Index
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

qualified

number of cases
disqualified

1

0
0
0

5

total
1
5
10
16
16
26
12
15
19
13

9
8

10
16
16
26
12
13
19
13
18

2

20

7
6

5
2

7

12

9

5

0
0
0
0

7

11
7

6

6

5
2

2

1
0

0

3

3

0

-1
-2

0
0
156

0
0
1

0
0
1

44

200

11.89

5 .00

10.35

4
3
2

mean index :

0
0
0
0

2
0

0

5

Scott (29) also considered Cramptonts test using
the same subject material as for Schneider's.

He

found no sharp l ine of demarcation in the former as
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in contrast to the Schneider Index.

In Crarnpton' s ,

if a score of fifty-one or above was taken, onehundred eighteen, 86%, were qualified and nineteen,
14%, disqualified; of those with a score of fifty
or below, thirty-seven, 59%, were qualified and t wentysix, 41%, disqualified.

Shifting the dividing line

down to a score of forty resulted in no material gain
in demarcation.
The higher correlation of Schneider's test with
the official phy sical examination is due to the incorporation of other well known physiologic factors
omitted from Cramptonts test.

It relates back to

Schnei4erts beliBf (2~ that physical deterioration may

be manifest in a variety of way s in t he ca rdiova scular
system.

Cramptonts test n eglects four of the factors

used by Schneider.
Foster's test.

A similar criticism may be made of

A statistical study of several hundred

cases led to the abandonment of both Crampton•s and
Foster's methods (25).
Scott (29) agrees with ScI'.neider (25) in t hinking
that any individua l who can only make a sc or e of nine
should be given a thorough physical examinat ion to determine whe ther his cond i tion is due to disease or to
i nsufficient exercise.

He believes tha t t he index gives
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the true condition at the time of the test.
Bauer, as cited by Darnall (12), after a l a rge
series of observations, evaluated the scores as follows ::
14-18, excell ent; 11-13, very good; 9-10 fair; 7-8
doubtful; and , below 7, unsatisfactory.
In the Armyts standards of examinat ion for flying
(35) it is stated that «a candidat e will never be disqualified on the index alone , but an i ndex of le s s than
8 will cause the examiner to have the candidate return
for further observation" .

The Navyts standards (32)

are the same as the above, except that "where the index
is persistently beloYv the acceptable limi .t and i s indicative of n eurocirculat ory a sthenia, or other abn ormalities
of t he circulatory sy stem, t he examinee is di s qualified ".
With a persistent reading below ei ght the Civil Aeronautics Administration (34) requi r es t he subj ection of
the i ndividual to special tests.

2.4

Conditions Influencing the Schneider Test

In apparently normal individuals there are several factors which may materially influence the rati ng .

Schneider (20) fully realized this when he pro-

posed the test.
Schneider (26) repeats several times tha t carelessness in determ ng t he pulse rate imri1ediately afte r
the standard exercise is especially to be prevented.
The pulse quickening in exercise and t he time re quired
for the pulse to return to normal after exercise give
t wo very important c~ues to t h e degree of physical unfitness.

Theref ore, Schneider states that the counting

of the pulse should begin immediately with the cessation
of exercise and not prolonged beyond the fifteen-second
interval.
The time of performance of the Schneider test has
been shown to influence t he r ating .

Darnall

(12)

and Schneider and Truesdell (28) demonstrated a diurnal
variation in the index.

The latter is sligl1tly lmrnr

in the afternoon than in the morning , reaching its lowest at t No o'clock.

A well-defined rise is se en during

the night , the peak be ing at t wo o 'clock in the morning.
Fenwi ck

(15) and Darnall (12) both found a small
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seasonal va riation in the Schneider rating.

The index

is highest in the summer tim e and lowest during the
months of January, February, March and April .

Fenwick

(15) contributes the lowe r r a ting directly to the usual
lack of sufficient exercise during the winter months .
Temperature affects the score.

Behnke (6) has

shm•m that under carefully contr olled conditions the
remova l of men from a temperate to a tropical climate
will cause an increase in pulse rate and a fall in systolic blood pre ssure.

Cramp ton (11) re ports t hat the

vasotone efficiency is fifty percent greater at 68°F .
than at 86°F.
There is very little available information about
the Schneider Index in women and the va rious age groups.
The studies have been largely confined to men in the
Air Corps or other bran ches of the military services .
Best and Taylor (7) re por t that the heart rate
decreases progressively from birth to adolescence , but
slightly increas es in old age .

Armstrong (2) states

that with increasing age the reaction of the cardiovascular system decreases and in t he female sex the
cardiac rate reacts to a greater extent t han in the
male.

Snell (31) believes that if a man maintains nor-

mal health and is free from ca rdiovas cula r disease his
a ge should not materially affect his blood pr essure.
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He cites Stokes and Karn as stating that the mean
systolic pressure reaches a uniform level at about
18 y ears of age vfith no further te ndency to rise until the age of 35 to 40.
In a study of some thousan.d patients suffering
from mental disorders McFarland and Huddle son (23)
found the average Schneider score for the women to be
one or tv-ro points lower than the average for the men.
Reed reported some finding s in 1929 , cited by Da rnall
(12), with regard to the Schneider score in various

intervals of the menstrual cycle in women.

Tests were

made on three women at weekly intervals throughout t heir
cycle , averaging about forty examinations for each individual.

The average ratings were:

dur ing menstruation

9, first week 10, second week 9 , t hird week 8, and fourth
week (or longer) B.

These figures sh0w a peak immedi-

ately after the menstrual period and a slump at t he third
week.
There are several temporary conditions which may
be present in a normal individual that are capabl e of
influencing the rating.

Fenwick (15) illustrated this

by his anal y sis of 2,259 Airline Pilots and 412 National
-

Guard and Army Reserve Officers.

None of these men were

ill or had a fever at the time of examination.
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The av-

erage index was plus t welve, the highest eighteen , and
the lowest minus f our.

The average rating on a day

off with a good night's sleep was plus fourteen; within
a period of t wo hour s following a meal was plus t welve;
after a night out with alcoholic beverage s eighteen
hours previously was plus el even; within four hours
after strenuous exercise was plus eleven; during convalescence from an illness plus nine.
Darnall (12) made simila r s tudies.

Fis find ings

show tha t ingestion of food inva riably accelerates
the heart rate for t wo to three h our s and lowers the
index about four poL-rits, regardless of the size of t he
meal.

Curiously, while coffee had no a pparent effect,

chocolate gave a s l i ghtly lower rating.

Exercising

within t wo hour s prior to t he t e s t lowered t he score,
and he found that after playing t en:. lis it wa s reduced
as much a s ten points, and r equi red as long a s t hr e e
hour,s to regain a satisfactory level.

Smoking lov1ers

the standing sy stolic pre s sure and increases t he st anding pulse rate so t hat t h e index is lowered f :.-;r as
long as one and on e-ha lf hours afterwa rds.
will lower the score .

A warm bath

Toothache and indigestion lower

the rating by causing an increase in pulse rate. Diarrhea will lower the score as much as ten points.
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Fenwick (15) states that fatigue is the most
common cause of a failin g Schneider Index at t he initial examination.

Its a f fect on the rating depends

upon the type and degree of fatigue and, also, upon
the type of individual in question.

He found tha t

pilots who average a Schne i der of fifte en to e i ghteen
are of the type who normal ly have a slow pulse and who
have the ability to relax easily.

Frequently, after

long f l ights t h ese pilots are able to relax so completely that their Schneiderts are just as high as t h eir average or only one or two points lower.

Often when their

score is slightly lowered it is due not to an increased
pulse rate but rather the failure of the systolic pressure to rise upon standing, which emphasizes the more
perfect relaxation,
Fenwick (15) bel ieves that pilots averaging Schneiderts of t welve to fourteen relax well, but not as
good as t hose above.

Their average after a fli ght drops

one or t wo points and is due to an increase in pulse
rate.

Since t h ese pilots are tense in the examining

room t hey are probably tense while flyin g , and, consequently, use up more mental and physical energy and increase the degree of fatigue.
The pilots normally averaging indexes from nine
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to eleven were found by Fenwick (15) to have definitely increased psychomotor tension .

They averaged

t wo to four points lower following a flight.
men never completely relaxed.

These

However, following a

good night's rest t he1 r Schneider always returned to
its normal average.

He be lieves t he l atter is good

evidence in favor of t his being only a temporary type
of f a tigue.

It emphasizes the importance of sleep

to s ome individuals before Schneider determinations.
Scott (29) published some interesting findings
on t wo individuals with loss of sleep (table 5).
Table 5.
Lt. N.:

The Schneider Index i n t wo individuals
with loss of sleep (29).
12/ 9/19: index

5·

'

12/11/19: index 13 ;
Sgt. V.:

7/ 1/20: index

3·,

7/ 3/20: index 10;

average of two hours
sleep for two nights.
eight hours sleep .
worked all night on
an airplane.
had eight hours sleep,.

In the cumula tive ty pe of fatigue, or

11

stale-

nessn, Fenwick (15) found .t hat t he Schneid er I ndex
gradually ,drop ped to a lower reading and remained there.
He re ported six cases in whi ch the pilots' scoring became progressively lower t t'1an t heir normal ave r age .
Physical examination on - Y disclosed a c ondition of
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health.

Their dai ly schedules had not been changed.

The cause was finall y fmu1d to be mental, i.e., t hey
were worryi ng about their jobs, home affairs , etc.
Recuperation was i mmed i a te a fter t he worries disa ppeared,
and in a few mont hs all evidence of cumulative f atigue
was gone, inc l uding t he return of the Schneider index
to the normal a verage .
During the peri od from April, 1938 , to Au gust,
1 939 , Leedham (18), at the School of Avi a t ion Medicine,

examined 679 young male appli cant s for ap pointment
as fl ying cadets in the army.

They all met the two

year college requir ement and were consid ered t he pick
of the nation.

To t he ma jor i ty of f a il ing Schne·id er

scores he could a tta ch neither f a tigue nor organic
disease.

Rechecking f ailed t o r aise t he s cores to

a cc eptabl e level s.

Investigat i on fol l owed, and he di s-

covered a syndrome present in this majority of failures
which was vaguely similar t o neurocircula t ory asthenia,
but which he called

11

vasomo tor instabil i ty".

Me believes

the latter to be a neurogenic enti ty, probably a part
of generalized instability possi bly associated wi th
emoti onal instabil i ty.

As used here he defines it as

being a lack of vasomotor control due to impr oper function
of the

va s ◊mo tor

cent ers.
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Out of the 679 applicants there were 477 rejections, 178 which were due either wholly or in part
to a faulty cardiovas cular system.

Vasomotor insta-

bility played a part in 138 of t he 178 cardiovascular
rejections, an incidence of 20.3%.

He found t he marked

cases of vasomotor i nst ability usually obtained minus
Schneider ratings while some of the mild cases achieved
passing scores (table 6).
Table 6. Analysis of the Schneider Index in
conditi on s of vasomotor instability (18).
Schneider
Index
10

7
6
5

_ vasomotor_instability _
mar ked
mild
moderate
1
13
15
10

2
3
5

1
1

4

8

6

3

7

6

2
1
0
-1
-2
-3

-4
-5
... 6

-7

4

2

3

6
8
3

1
2

6
2
2

4

1
-

-51-

-62

totals:
mean:
+4.85
median: ,t.4.80
mode:
+6.00

+1.57
+0.87

o.oo

2

3
2

5
3

_L
25
-2. 68
-2.66
-5.00.

Armstrong (2) states that many individuals make
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consistently low Schneider scores due to some psychic
inv0lvement.

He discovered that the undergoing of an

examinati on , and the fear some pilots have of being
grounded, may cause an i n crease in pulse rate of from
twenty to thirty beats per minute.

Some examinees

were found to make low scores if they were aware that
the rate was being recorded, high scores if it was
obtained by some procedure unknown to them.
Cooper (9) writes that one of the major reasons
for nwashing out" in flight training is tension and
apprehensiveness.

Believing th2.t high pulse rate and

blood pressures were physical expres·sions of some
psychological or neuropsychiatric disturbance he compared the advancement of a group of tense individuals with that of those who were physically normal.
The progressive rate of the former was only 8%, of
the latter

30½%.

A statistical study of the Schneider Index and
its various components was ma.de by Fowler (17) to see
if it would evaluate these factors in regard to a
person's ab i lity to learn to fly.

He found no such

correlation in those individuals who attained a passing score on the first examination.

However, in a

group of thirty-five men who had to have repeated
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checks and made only a plus eight rating, forty percent passed and sixty percent failed.

Of those re-

quiring more than three rechecks the percentage of
failures rea ched as high as ninety.
Since mental and emotional conflicts result in
a marked lowering of the Schneider rating due to a
rapid pulse ra t e, it has been sug gested by several
investigators (2,22,23,29) that the test really determines emotional instability r a the r than physi cal unfitne ss.

According to Scottrs (29) analysis of 410

candidates for flying the major portion of the disqualifications, by the official examination, were made
on neuropsychiatric findings, such as increased psychomotor tension, relaxed peripheral circulation, prol ong ed secondary dilatation of the pupils, tics and
tremors.

He found that in an individual with a Schneider

score of seven or less he could predict that at least
three of ,the ab ove findings would be no ticed by a competent examiner.
McFarland and Huddleston (23) re port that the
:t1ean score of 503 psychoneurotics, supposedly free
from organic disease, was 7.9.
The Schneider Index has been a pplied to psychotic
patients in several studies (20, 23 ).
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Linton, Hamelink,

and Hoskins (20) re port that the r esults of the various
investigators have shovm considerable variation, largely because of the failure to observe the necessary pre cauti ons .

These men, closely following Schneider's

instructions, administered the Schneider test to ninetynine schizophrenic patients and twenty-five members of
the hospital staff, the latter serving as corrtrols.
The patients, who were quite active physically, obtained a mean score of 11.9, the controls 13.4.

The differ-

ent subtypes of schizophrenia showed substantially equal
scores.
The study by McFarland and Huddleson (23) on 1072 ·
subjects, whi ch included athlet_e s, unselected controls,
psychoneurotics and psychotics, showed a much greater
correlation betwe en the Schneider Index and mental
patients .

The mean score for the psychoneurotics was

7.9, the manic-depressives 8.2, the schizophrenics 8 .7,
the org anic neurological pa tients 10.2, the unselected
control subjects 12.6, and the athletes 14.8.

Fifty

per cent of the psychoneurotic and psychoti c patients
had an index of 9 or below, while only ei ghte en per
cent of the controls and five per cent of the athletes
were in this group.

These patients were examined early

in their illnesses.

Therefore, McFarland and Huddleson
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(23) sugge st tha t the difference betwe en their find-

ings and those of Linton, et al., may be due to the
fact that the early stages of psychosis show greater
physiological deviations thnn the later ones.
Darnall (12) states that the greatest effects on
t h e Schneider rating are se en in a cute i nfections and
prolonged illnesses.

He cites Graves' early finding

(1830) that the difference between reclining and standing pulse rates average 30-50 beats per minute in
fever.

It is well known that high reclining pulse

rates accompany fever.
Fenwick (15) used the Schneider test on t wentyfive men wi th temper 2tures from 99 .6 to 101.4°F.

The

average index wa s plus s even, the highest plus ten,
and the l owest minus two.
Scott (29) report ed case studies of several men
with infectious diseases (table 7).
Darnall (12) obtained fi gures fro m a series of
twenty-eight young adult male cases selected at r andom
from t he warus of the station hospital at Fort Sam
Houston, Texas.

Seventeed of these ca ses were sur gical

and eleven medical; all were ambulant and afebrile.
The _average Schneider for the entire group was 7. 86 ,
wLth an index of 9.0 for the surgical, and 6.0 for the
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Table 7. Case studie s of the Schneider I ndex
as applied to infectious -diseases (29) .
Acute i nfe ctions :
Capt. P.

8/24/l9 :
10/ 9/19:
12/ 5/19:
12/17/19:

Major T.

8/ 7/19 : index 7; diarrhea; feels weak.
8/23/19: index 14; feeling normal.
1 2/10/19 : index 10; headache; 5 hour's
sleep last night .
1 2/17/19 : index 17; fee ling normal .

index 15; feeling nor mal .
index 7; acute r hinitis.
index 14; feeling normal .
i ndex 18 ; fe eling nor mal .

Hospital cases:
Pvt. L.

1/12/20: index

2/ 25/ 20: index
2/28/20: index
3/ 8/20: i ndex

3/ 9/20: ind ex
3/15/20: index
3/20/20 : i ndex
Pvt. W.

2/25/20 : index
2/27/20: i ndex
3/ 2/20: index
3/ 3/20: i ndex
3/ 5/20:

- -

3/ 9/20 : ind ex
3/11/20: index
3/12/20 : i ndex
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5; diagnosis Vincent's
angina; 4th day in
hospital; not confined
to bed; no fever.
10 ; throat better.
14; feeling no rmal.
7; detailed on k itchen
police duty for a day .
10; removed f r om k.p . because of f eeling weak .
7; feels normal.
6; feels normal; discharged
from hospital .
O; diagnosis, unilateral
tonsillitis.
3; temperatur e 99°F.
14 ; pati ent walking about
13; complai ns of other
tonsil fe eling sore.
pt. too sick to t ake
index; other tonsil
i nfected .
4; pt. confined to bed.
13 ; feels normal ; walking
arou.Yl.d .
17; dis charged from hospital .

medical cases.
Of the seventeen surgical cases t welve were convalescent with an average score of 8.75, while five
were preoperative elective cas es with an average of
9 .75.

Darnall (12) believes that t he low s core in the

newly arrived elective cases was probably due to the
strange environment and some ap prehension.

Of the

convalescent ca s es, nine were but recently ambulant
with an average index of 7.44, while three had be en
up for months or were ready for duty and had an average
score of 12 .33.

Four hemorrhoidectomy cas es averaged

7.75, five appendix cases 8.0, and four miscellaneous
cases 11.0.
The eleven medical cases showed considerably
grea~er deviation from normal than did the surgical
cases, with an average Schneider of 6.0 (table 8).
The medical cases had sixty-four per cent of the
ratings below 8.0 while the surgical ca se s had only
forty-one per cent below this level.
Darnall (12) points out that three cases of malaria
lowered the average for the entire group; exc l uding
t hese- t he latter would be 8.12 instead of only 6.0.
One of the mala ria cases had a score of -7 and had been
out of b ed two week s.

However, this man complain ed of
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nervousness and had marked signs of neu.rocirculatory
instability.

The other mal a rias had score of plus 2

and 6 and had been out of bed ten days .

The jaundice

patient, who had been ambula tory for t wo month s, had
an initial pulse rate of fifty-four which aided considerably in obtaining the score of 9 .
-Table 8.

The Schneider Index in medical patients (12).
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3

diagnosis
diabetes mellitus
rheumatic he~rt
Hodgkin's disease
jaundice, hepatitis
duodenal ul~er
vaccinia
hives and n.c.a.
asthma
malarias, average

Schneider Index
plus 13.0
plus 12.0
plus 10.0
plus 9 .0
plus 7.0
plus 6.0
plus 5.0
plus 3 .0
plus 0 .33

Feil, Petti, and Park (14) made some very interesting observa tions on one-hundred twenty-one patients
with various diseases of the circulatory system.

All

of the patients were ambulatory and at least in fair
condition.

Cardiac failure, when present , was mild .

The scores varied from minus 3 to plus 17, with an
a~erage of 10.05.

Of the thirty-seven patients with

persistent hypertension, some had no heart failure,
others had moderate failure, and some wer e digitalized.
The score ranged from minus 1 to plus 16, with an
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average of 9.81.

Thirteen patients with coronary

arteriosclerosis and angina pectori s had i ndices ranging from plus 4 to 15, with an average of 9 . 22.

In

thirty-two cases of auricular fibrillation the index
varied from plus 2 to 17, with an average of 11.9.
Fifty-one rheumatic heart patients with severe
valvular lesions were found by Feil, et al . (14), to ·
have s cores varying from minus 3 to 17 with an average of 10.1.

Of these, the patients with cardiac

failure had scores rang~ng from plus 3 to 17, averaging
11.8, and the patient s wi thout cardiac failure had
scores extending from minus 3 to 17, averaging 9.8 .
Digitalis made no appreciable difference in the score.
The patients wi th comtined mitral and aortic involvement did as well a s those with mitral disease alone .
Patients with auricular f ibrillation made as high a
standing as those with normal sinus rhythm.

Of this

group of fifty-one patients, thirty-four had scores
of 9 or above .
In 102 cases, Feil , et al. (14), detected no
signs of congestive heart failure.

These individuals

registered scores varying from plus 2 to 17 , in the
digitalized group , with an average of 10.1, and minus
3 to 17 in the undigitalized group , with an average
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of 10.

There were t wenty-three cases of mi ld cong estive

fa i lure; a l l but one of the s e pati ents we r e digitalized.

The index in the digita li zed gr oup av er ag ed 12 ,

with s cores ranging from plus 3 to 17.
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Discussion

There is a most defi nite need for a shor t, s i mple,
accurate te s t of physical fitness .

The medical pro-

fession, in general, is a trociously lacking in its
ability to deal with the individual in a state free
of pathology.

There is absolutely no comp&rison be-

t ween the amount of knowledge the average practitioner possesse s about disease and tha t possessed about
h ealth.

The physician is quite competent to deter-

mine the efficienc y of the sepurate bodily systems ,
but not of the individual as a whole .

It requir es

a phy sician s :;_,;:. illed in neuropsychiatry and card i ovascular work to accura tely diagnose

11

stalen ess 11 ,

and even such a qualified man cannot determine the
degree of physical well-being .

When a person goes to

a doctor for a "physical check-up" he may be told t ha t
his hea rt is beating regul a rly and a t a normal rate ,
that he is free from syphilis, t hat his visi on is good ,
and so forth , but he is not informed a s to the degree
of h ealth that he possesses.

This results in an in-

adequate care of the healthy individual, and freedom
i n the uctivity and res pon sibil i t y he assumes.

The

achievements of preventative medicine will be grossly
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limited wi thout an ade qua te method of de termining the
degree of physi cal fitness.
Such a test might be of value to insurance companies in estimating t l1eir financial risk s.

Physical

educational directors could use it as an aid in determining the amount of exercise necessary in any individual ca se .

Surgeons mi ght use it to advantage prior to

performing elective operations and thus foresee the
probable reactions of the patient with regard to shock
and postoper a tive complication s, and the percentage of
postop era tive deaths m~y thereby be reduced .

The prac-

titioner could de t ermine the progre ss of his pa t ients
toward restored health.

Industry mi ght profit in its

use by increased production and a lowering of the incidence of accidents.

The need for such a test is

especially paramount in the field of aviation med icine
because of the grea t stresses peculiar to flying,
especially in military service, because the great
risks to both l ife and ma terials, and because of the
close associati on with men po s s essing temporary rather
t han wi th permanent defects.
Any such test should preferably include the following attributes: (1) elimination of the

11

personal equa-

tion" of the examiner an.d the anxiety and dishonesty
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of the examinee; (2) bri efness and simplicity; (3) low
performance expense; (4) ea se in collective a dministration; (5) minimal ex traneous i nflu encing factors; (6)
s imila r cond itions to those of the special vw r k to be
tested ; and (7) reliable production of the desired
information.
Sc:b..neider certainly mad e a notable contribution
when he proposed his test.

The index is simple, in

t hat it can be administered by comparatively untrained
technichians.

It i s brief, requiring only about ten

minut es for compl etion.

It is ea 3i ly applied i n a

collec t ive form , regar dless of locality.
tates a minimum of equi pment and expense .

It ne cessiIt eliminates

in part the TT perscnal equ a tion 11 •
Since a numeri cal s core is ,t ang ible, the test is
of int erest to the examinee.

Becau se of thi s it st im-

ulates t he latter to a ttempt to i mprove the score by
proper living, and also aids in strengthening the relationship between the physicia::1 and clientele.

The

t es t is especially adaptable and pr a ctica ble for mili tary use.
The grading of per formance in a te s t such as this
must of necessity be arbitrary.
by some to be objectionable.
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This factor is held

However, t here are t wo

advantage s in a ma th ematical system of grading : (1) it
eliminates the errors involved when comparisons are
made by the observers; and, (2) t h e t e st results mean
something to the examinee, as mentioned abov e .

However,

a pulse rate of 110 probably indicates the presence of
disease, and as such, is much more i mportant than a
score of minus one.

Also, since a state of physical

unfitness may be registered by an abnormal res ponse in
only one of the six factors inc luded in the Schneider
index, such a res ponse may be numerically hidden by
the gaining of good s core s i n the other five parts and
t h e conditi on of i mpaired health thereby being overlooked.

Due consideration must be given to each portion

of the Schneider index and then to the test as a whole.
For the latter a mathema tical system of scoring is of
definite value.

This test is r eally a c ombina tion of

personal and non-personal rating s and should be used
as such.
The Schneider index is based on v e ry sound reasoni ng .

The thousands of examina tion s u pon individuals

known to be in good health ha v e established certa in
facts.

Schneider used some of these in constructing

a test to deter mi ne the degree of physical fitness.
It is obvious tha t any test for t his purpose must of
necessity incorporate fi J dings tha t are presen t in
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states of health .
Schneider's test is cons tructed on the basis that
an individual in gooc. physical fit!less has a slow reclining pulse rate, mode r a te pulse r e s ponse in changing
to a standing pas ition, moderate pulse increas e immedi ately after exercise with prompt retur n t o the standing normal, and an i n crea~e in sys tolic pressure on
changing fr om a reclining to a standing po stu~e.
Schneider mude ca reful obs ervations and statistical studies before proposing his te s t.

His diligence

ha s been rewarded in that only one alteration has been
made since the test was presented, and t his change wa s
brought about by Schneider himself when he d iscovered
that too much credit was allowed for the average return of t he pulse ra.te to t he standing nor mal after
exer cise.

As the table now s tands, the awarding of

points is very satisfactory for the average young
healthy male i ndividual.
Followi ng the proposal of the test , numer ous i nvestigators r ea ched ag reeable -conclusions as to what
score sh ould be cons idered satisfactory .

It is a

general agreement , in military a s well as civilian
practice, to consider a score of eight or above as
being acceptable.

By a var iety of studies it ha s been
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shown t hat this dividing line provides the sharpest
demarcation between the physically fit and unfit individua ls.

This division is so distinct tha t it is of d ef-

inite value.
The individual examine r need not make the compr ehensive studies that these investigators have, but he
should know what res ponses to expect fr om the average
healthy male.
value .

In t hi s respect mass statistics are of

Howev er , they are no t wi t hout fallacy.

Individ-

ual va riations whi ch may be well within the range of
normal are neglected.

Too strict an adherence to the

average findings wi ll result in unfair criticism in
some cases.

Therefore, allowances must be made for

these individual va riati ons.
Five of the six parts of the Schneider i ndex are
conc erned with variations in the pulse rate.

It follows

t hat any individaal with an initially high pulse may
obtain a score lower than he de serves, and , conversely,
a person with bradycardia will obtain a higher rating
t han he warrants.

Routine cardiovas cul ar examination

should eliminate t he extremes of pulse rates; t he index
is not constructed t o test individuals with c omple te
heart block or ventricula r fibrillation.

Critical

inspection of the separate responses will aid i n the
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evaluation of the final s core.
Best and Taylor (7) state that athle tes not infrequently have heart rates between 50 and 60, but
t hat rates between 80 and 90 are s ometimes seen in
other healthy persons.

From t hi s it would seem that

the athlete re ceives too much credit for his reclining pulse rate.

In some cases this may be true, but

most trained men will garner equally good ratings in
subsec;_uent portions of the table, substantiating the
score re ceived for the low reclining rate.
The solution for this initial scoring of pulse
rate should not be made by a revision of the Schneider
index, but should be solved by the individual examiner.
If a person has a re clini ng rate of 82 but performs
very good in the rest of the te s t, his rating for part
nAn

should not be judged too critically .

However, if

an individual with a pul se rate of 55 shows exaggerated
responses throughout the test, his initial three points
should not be given much consideration.
r

Another aid in this evaluation is the c omparison
of subsequent scores.

A per son may make a score of 9

and yet be capable of raising it to 17 by pr op er living.
For another per son a r a ting of 9 may be indicative of
his highest possible degree of physi cal fitness.
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Individ-

ual norms should be considered.

Also , on e would be

safer i n predicting tha t an individual who c onstantly
maint ains a s core of nine is in b etter health than a
per son who dropped fr om 17 to 10 on his last examination.

-

Since the reclining systoli c blood pres s ure is
not graded, i nd ividual var i a ti ons do n ot present the
problem that is s een with the pulse rate.

Besides

serving as an indication of the degr ee of health , the
reclining t o standing systolic differ en ce is also capable of detecting cases . of true postural hypotension.
Any condition which a ffects the heart r at e or
the systolic blood pressure r esponse wi ll alter the
score.

Many factors a re capable of such inf l uence.

Diurnal and seasonal vari a tions have been demonstrated.

The former can be c ontrolled by the admin-

istrati on of the examination during only one portion
of the day .

The date and hour should always be re-

corded and considered i n the final scoring and com-

paring of records.
There is insuffi cient da t a ava ilable to reach

any conclusion as to the effect of age and sex on the
index.

However, from ·wha t ha s been pre s ented it

would seem tha t the test could easily expand to allow
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for differences in ~g e.

Th e examining of women may

present the biggest problem because of the effect the
endocrine glands concerned with t h e menstrual cyc l e
have on the cardiov<i scular system.

In s ome women this

might result i n such grea t variati on s in res pons e that
grading would be impossible.

The f i ndings presen ted

by Ried (cited by Darnall , 12 ) would i ndicate tha t a
knowledge of th e normal reactions throuehout the men strual cycle would make pos s ible an eva lua tion of the
Schn eider score .

Also , the Schneider index may prove

of diagnostic value to t he obstetrician a .nd gynecologist because of t hG relation s hip of the Schneider i ndex
to th e various normal and pa thologica l cond itions.
Factors which tend to lower the Schneider rating
are smoking, rec-ent meal , indigestion , loss of sleep ,
lack of exercise, over-exercise, personal wor r ies,
emo tional i ns t ability, vas omotor i n stability, emotional
stimuli, fever, disease , and drugs , such a s strychnine,
caffeine, and benzedrine .

Hypothyroidism and sedative

drugs will r a is e the Schneider score .
It is unfortunate that such a list must be considered before evaluating · t he Schneider test, but
some of these conditi ons are temporary and can be controlled.

The effect of meals , exerci s e, smoking, sleep ,
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and mild res pirat ory infecti ons are all taken into
considerati on in the prec autions given by Schneider .
However, it is difficult to mee t these requirements
when examining large numbers of individuals in a l i mited amount of time.

The examinee should be ques ti oned

about indigesti on , person2l worries, and the taking
of any drugs .

However, in doing this one is subject-

i ng the test to the dishonesty of the patient.

The

environment bef ore and during an examination should be
inducive .for mental and physi cal relaxation .

~/hen an

individual is ill, -i.e., with :known fever or disease ,
the test should be post poned.

The value of the Schne i der

index depends lc:..rgely upon the understand ing and the
c ontrol of these conditi ons .
All the factors have been mentioned exce pt va somotor and emotional instability .

The re is no method

of excluding the s e except to eliminate the individua ls so afflicted .

These condi tions t end to be perm-

anent , and they have a profound influence upon the
Schneider rating .

Therefore , when the index is applied

to these individuals it becomes a test of the deg ree
of instability rather than the deg ree of physical fitness .

The finding s presen ted es t abli sh the value of

the test as an aid in early diagnosis and in de terrnin-
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ing the degree of vasomotor or emotional instability .
It is of similar value in i nd ividuals wi th neurocirculatory asthenia .
The studies of psychoneurotics and :p sychotics
have been confusing .

It was men ti oned that the same

pre cautions were not followed .

Another f a ctor is that

patients in va ri ous institutions re ceive diffe r snt
amounts of exercise .

The index may only be measuring

the degree of physical a ct ivity .
rby

The figures obtained

McFarland and Huddleson (23) &re v ery de fi ni te , but

even s o it is i mpossible to esta b l ish any real diagnos tic
value to the routine use of the index in these individuals .

However, by regular examination and the compar -

ison of scores , the test may be important in de t er mining the ri ght amount of exercise for these pa ti ents .
Satisfac to ry ev idence has been present ed to show
t hat the Schneider index is of definit e value i n the
diagnosis of f ::.. tigue .

Th i s im~,ortance is not so evident

i n the tem 1)orary t ype , but it is i n the cumulat ive

form .

The neur ologist is capable of making a diagnosis

of the latter when t he individual reaches the sta 6 e
of hos pitali zation, but it is then too l a t e for the
" preventative " physic ian to ac complish anyt h i ng .
t he milit~ry servic e s t he men who require hos pital
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In

care for fati gue usually are never able to fulf ill
.their former capacities.
Th e studies of the Schneider i ndex in disease
have been too f ew to esta b l ish any value of the test
i n t his branch of medicine .

It can be point ed out ,

however , t ha~ a systemic disease pr oduces a much great er lowering of phy sical well-being than does a loca lized disorder .

Studie s of the index in relation s hi p

t o operative ri sks .and rate of recovery from disease
states mi ght result in the practical application of
the test i n t ~is field.
Al t hough t h e Schneider index is b&.sed on cardiov as cular res ponses, it h2s been con clusively demonstrated that lt is no t a test of card i ovcis cula r di seas e.
The required amount of exer cise is so sma l l tha t even
the functi onal capa city of the h eart cannot be t es ted .
This has resulted in an argument against the value of
the ind ex , but it should be remember ed t hat Schne ider
did not propose t he t es t as a measure of functiona l
capa city or di sease.

Much credit must be given to

Schne ider because of t he qualific ati ons and precautions
he included wi t h t he presentation of t he t est .
It i s probable tha t t he index could be employed
as an aid in determining the functi onal caJJa city of
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the heart if additional exer cise was prescribed.

The

latter might also overcome the influence of emotions
on the test.
Behnke (6) proposed a test which increas es the
amount of exercise.

He requires t he examinee to step

on a box 18" high 20 times in 30 seconds, the blood
pressure being recorded before the exer ci se .

The

pulse rate , likewise, is recorded before , and immediately following and t wo minutes after exercise .

A

second similar exercise is prescribed and -c;he pulse
rate is recorded as b efore.

An nendurance runn term-

inates the test in which t he subject continue s the
exercise until t he standard ste p-up rate can no longer
be maintained , as timed by a me tronome.

Behnl'..e (6)

also points out the need for routine use of any such
t est as this.

Insufficien t dat a is available to draw

any de cisiv e conc lusion s as to the value ·of his te st.
The British (16 ,33) air force has used a physical
efficiency test of w'r..ich a portion is very s:i,.milar to
the Schneider ind ex .

In addi tion, a record is made of

the systolic, diastolic and pulse pres sur es in the
reclining posi tion , length of time th e· examinee can
hold his breath , expiratory force, knee j erks , tremor ,
self-balancing, and 40 mm . mercury endurance .
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The

endurance portion requires blowing mercury in a U tube
to

a

lev el of 40 mm .

The length of time t he mer cury

can be held at this level and the puls e ra t e res ponse
are recorded .

The index is arrived a t by deducting

points for non- effectiveness , t he maximal s core obtainable being 50.

The test as a whole has been reported

(16) as being quite sati sfa ctory.
The Schn.eider i ndex doe s not t ake adavantage of
t he diastoli c or pulse pressur e s.

The diastolic pressure

is much more stqble than the systolic and would not
present the problem of so m9-ny influen cing f ac t ors .
Bot h of these pressur e s ap pear to be of value in est imat ing physi cal fitn es s.

In giving a Schneider test most

exami ners record the dias tolic pressure because of its
_importance, ev en t hough it i s not called for .
Lastly, it is important to cons ider t he exami nee t s
opinion of the index .

Several pilots were ques tioned,

sin c e the test has been applied more t .__ tnem than to
any other group of i ndividuals .

Many s t ated that the

test wasn tt v ery a ccurate in tha t good scores could be
obtained when they were not warranted .

Drinking of

alcoholic beverages did not se er,i to low the s c ore , in
fact-and this i s bathos-there was a t endency for the
rating to be higher!

Some of t he pilots found that
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sedatives would raise their score.

One pilot remarked

that it was strang e one cou.ld obtain a good score one
day and die the n ext.
A fli ght surgeon r elated me his experiences in
Salerno, the fourt h in the l i st of major battles in
which he had partici pated.
to England .

From Salerno he was flovm

Immediat el y upon arrival t he~e he under-

went the Schneider examination .

The score showed no

material change from his av eraEe r a t ing .

He did not

bel ieve it was possible for any i ndividual to be i n a
poorer state of health t han he was in at t he time he
took the test.
The opin ions of pilots v.rho kn ew their scor es and
who had some lrJ1owledge of their state of health, a t
least of their mode of living , c ertainly warrants c onsiderati on .

Ho.. -r nver, it does 21ot mean that the test

is of no value, but it does illustrate the fact that
it is not absolute, that it does not always detec t
physical unfitness, and tha t it should be used in conjunction with the routine me thods of physical exami n ation.

One pos s ible explanati on for the a·.-vardance

of high scores to nphysicall y unfit" i ndividuals is
t hat some of them wer e previously in such a sound state
of health due to proper training , conditi oning, and
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living , that t emporary undesirable i nfluence s could
be ade quately. en countered without undue loss of physic al
well-being .
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Conclusions

1.

There is

a need

in the field of preventative med-

icine for a short, simple , a ccurate test of physical
well- being.
2.

The Schneider Index fulfills most of the qualities
desired in such a test and , therefore, is of value .

3.

There are many factors which may influence the
Schneider Index that a re not directly related to
physical fitness .

The value of the test depends

largely upon the control of the s e attending conditions , and when there is limited available time
this becomes difficult , if not i mpossible .
4.

There should be an ev aluation of individual responses as well a s the final score.

5.

The Schneider Index is not an absolute test, especially since obviously physically unfit individuals
h ave obtained high scores .

It does not replace,

but should be used i n conjunction with a thorough
physical examination.
6.

The Schneider Index is most profitably used by
routine follow-up observations , for a lowering of
t he index signifies some variation in either the
psychic or physical condition.
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7.

The Schneider Index may have many potentialities
in the field of diagnosis.

8.

Some valuable additi ons may be made t o the Schneid er
Index , for it certa i nly is, as it stand today, not
a final relevation, although it has made a notable
con tribution t oward fulfillin g its true pur pose.
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